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Abstract
Scientifically literate citizens are able to evaluate news reports on everyday problems with
a critical stance to information, which means using both value and norm-based as well as
evidence and logic based thinking. Developing a critical stance towards information in the
news media, requires familiarity with a complex set of interdisciplinary skills, currently
examined by standards in separate content domains. Therefore, our current schooling is
limited in preparing future citizens for the combination of multiple skills and both valuebased and logic-focused thinking processes. Using an exploratory, descriptive design, this
study documented 14 pre-service elementary teacher candidates’ critical examination of
news media reports as they developed arguments about the use products from Science,
Technology Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) discoveries in response to dire human
need. The results indicated candidates’ difficulties in combining logic focused thinking and
the use of factual, “hard” evidence with personal perspectives based on personal values and
norms. As a result their integration of evidence to develop well-supported arguments for
civic action was limited. The findings suggest the need for additional studies on the
evidence-interpretation processes of pre-service teacher candidates. By better
understanding the argument and reasoning processes of teacher candidates, we can
improve the preparation of our citizens for evidence-based civic action based on newsmedia reports.
Keywords: Scientific literacy, evidence-based arguments, media literacy, teacher
preparation, socioscientific issues (SSIs), argumentation
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Introduction
Scientifically literate citizens are able to evaluate news reports and formulate evidencebased responses to everyday problems (AAAS, 2011; NRC, 2012). Competency requires
interdisciplinary skills, currently taught under a variety of subjects. Relevant skills include being
able to (a) examine evidence from varied sources as stated in social studies and English
Language standards (CCSSO, 2010), (b) consider contrasting perspectives as stated in science
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standards (NCSS, 2013) and (c) collect and evaluate data about discoveries and innovations as
stated in science standards (NGSS, 2013; NRC, 2012). Our current schooling is limited in
preparing citizens to construct these interdisciplinary skills for application in real-life settings
(Fensham, 2002; Klosterman, Sadler & Brown, 2012; NSB 2014; Oulton, Day, Dillon, & Grace,
2004). This lack of preparation is especially critical in the context of discoveries in Science
Technology Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) (Feinstein, 2011). Citizens often look at
STEM innovation with suspicion and with distrust about the abilities of business and industry
leaders who manage discoveries for public benefit (Cobb & Macaubrey, 2004, NSF, 2000).
Therefore, preparing teachers to educate well-informed future citizens is critical. However,
policies provide little support (Bybee, 2013) and current instructional practices are limited in
supporting the development of interdisciplinary competencies that teachers require (Hobbs,
2004, 2010).
Recognizing the need for improved teacher preparation, three university professors with
expertise in science, literacy / reading and social studies, contributed to the development to the
instructional approach for pre-service teacher candidates. To evaluate the effectiveness of this
approach the study focused on teacher candidates’ examination of evidence from multiple
sources in the context of a natural disaster. The study documented teacher candidates’ (a) ways
of recognizing and interpreting varied perspectives on responding to dire human need, and (b)
their approaches to examining evidence from multiple sources of information by developing a
logical argument for civic action. The study was grounded in the prior literature on using
everyday media for evidence-based decisions and on developing skills of argumentation about
socio-scientific issues (SSIs).
Review of Literature
Key ideas of prior research on learning from everyday media
The analysis of everyday media requires skills that are contradictory to the way scientific
investigation is represented in textbooks (Feinstein, 2011; Kolsto, 2001a). Textbooks convey
knowledge in its final, commonly accepted form (Binns & Bell, 2015, Zimmerman, Bisanz,
Bisanz, Klein, & Klein, 2001). However, emerging evidence in everyday news draws readers’
attention to the ways commonly accepted knowledge develops, influenced by values, norms and
conflicts of interest (Anmarkrud,Braten & Stromso, 2014; Kolsto, 2001b; Korpan, Bisanz,
Bisanz & Henderson, 1997). Learning from everyday media requires the examination of
evidence that may be value-laden (Albe, 2008; Gardner & Jones, 2011, Hammer, 2000) and
subsequent civic action rests on these personal values and norms (Aikenhead, 1985, Driver,
Asoko, Leach, Scott, & Mortimer, 1994). In the context of novel STEM discoveries that provide
products for everyday use, such value-laden decisions are especially important since evidence is
only emerging and the long-term effects are under study (Chinn, Buckland, & Samarapungavan,
2011; Kolsto, 2001a & 2001b; Sinatra, Kienhues, & Hofer, 2014; Zeidler, Walker, Ackett, &
Simmons, 2002).
Examining a variety of perspectives on information from news media can assist learners
in developing a critical stance for knowledge construction (Goldman, 2004; Wiley et al., 2009).
The Electronic Journal of Science Education has been pioneering in conveying the results of
interdisciplinary efforts that help learners develop a critical stance using multidisciplinary skills
for knowledge construction (Cook & Dinkins, 2015). Similar to our approach Cook and Dinkins’
team included a science educator and a literacy educator. We also added the advice of a social
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studies professor. Cook and Dinkins provided a thorough review on components of disciplinary
literacy to advocate for the pedagogical use of popular fiction. Complementary to their work, our
approach focuses on evidence-based decisions in real-life contexts by evaluating everyday news.
Key ideas of research on decision-making in complex social settings
The importance of examining social decision-making with focus on psychological
processes is documented by the fact that two psychologists were awarded recent Nobel Prizes for
their related work (Simon, 1959, Kahneman, 2011). In specific, Kahneman (2011) describes two
complimentary systems of thinking during decision-making. One system works automatically
and very fast, based on intuition, and the quick association of new information with prior
experience. The other system is slow, and requires significant effort for the detailed, logical
examination of complex interactions during knowledge development (Kahneman, 2011; Tversky
& Kahneman, 1981). Upon closer review, prior research on decision-making in science
education reflects this duality of thinking processes. One recent pedagogical approach to science
education emphasises the need for logic, the other approach focuses on the importance of
normative, value-laden thinking.
For example, approaching the development of informed citizenry from the perspective of
conventional logic yields learning environments that target argumentation skills. Argumentation
requires students to examine claims against multiple pieces of evidence, supported by backings
and warrants, with limitations and qualifiers disclosed (Toulmin, 1958; Walton, Reed &
Macagno 2008). The ultimate aim of this approach is to remove bias and subjectivity from
decision-making (Albe, 2008; Bell, 2000; Erduran, Simon, & Osborne, 2004; Kelly & Takao,
2002; Sampson, Grooms, & Walker, 2011; Toth, Suthers & Lesgold, 2002; Walker & Sampson,
2013).
Parallel to this logic-focused perspective there is growing emphasis on a more inclusive
conceptualization of critical thought about everyday events (Yore, et. al, 2004). This perspective
stems from seminal studies on the historical inter-relationship between Science Technology and
Society (STS) (Driver, Asoko, Leach, Scott, & Mortimer, 1994, Driver, Leach, Millar & Scott,
1996; Duschl, 2008). It draws attention to the importance of personal world-views in knowledge
construction (Bybee, & NSTA, 1985; Yager, 1996). A recent extension of this perspective is the
examination of morally challenging, ethical issues with social relevance or socioscientific issues
(SSIs). SSIs demand that learners combine their existing knowledge with social norms, morals
and personal worldviews as they form decisions for civic action (Ryder & Banner, 2011; Sadler,
2004; Zeidler, Sadler, Simmons & Howes, 2005). From this perspective, formal logic is only one
component of decision-making and learners’ reasoning can be emotive and intuitive in addition
to rational (Sadler & Zeidler, 2005). Emotional reasoning employs empathy and concern for
others and intuitive reasoning extends logical decisions with focus on gut-level feelings, values
and norms (Sadler & Zeidler, 2005). This brief review of literature indicates that science
educators have considered the two systems of decision-making, studied by psychologists.
However, the combination of the two processes of thinking towards one multi-faceted,
instructional approach requires further research.
The instructional method in this study combined both the logic-focused and normfocused perspectives to develop a multi-faced approach to help teacher candidates formulate a
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critical stance about news-media reports. It used an SSI to provide the context of immediate and
dire human need that elicits thinking about the ethical, moral and personal aspects of knowing.
Combined with this norm-focused approach the study also used the logical conventions of
argumentation to support students’ examination of available evidence. Therefore, the
instructional approach provided an opportunity for students to both (a) interpret conflicting, often
value and norm-based perspectives and (b) integrate a variety of emerging evidence from news
media for a logic-based argument for a decision. In this context, the following questions guided
the study:
(1) In what ways do teacher candidates interpret conflicting perspectives from news
media?
(2) In what ways do teacher candidates integrate information from news media to
formulate their own position?
Methods
Research Design
The study used an exploratory design (Creswell, 2013) to describe candidates’ interaction
with news media in a natural setting, in teacher candidates’ regular university classroom. The
design and data interpretation processes were exploratory as they aimed to unearth some of the
complexities inherent in using both fast and associative (experienced based) and slow, effortful
(logic-based) thinking processes in interpreting news media reports about an emotionallycharged, current event.
Context and Participants.
The research took place at a land-grant research university in the United States. The study
lasted two weeks with one, three-hour-long, face-to-face session each week. The participants
were 14 female, pre-service, elementary teacher candidates. They were 20-23 years old and were
residents of states around the Appalachian Mountains. Therefore, the prior educational
experiences of these students exposed them to issues of geographical isolation, lack of resources
and rural poverty. The participants took this required course on reading, with focus on media
literacy as their third required literacy course. Candidates were assigned to the class based on
university requirements, therefore, a random assignment was not possible, and the study design
used a convenience sample of participants. Before this course, all candidates completed a course
on instructional design and had an introduction to the theories of learning with attention to
evidence-based teaching strategies. Candidates with science interest enrolled in their sciencemethods course concurrent to the study but the science content preparation of the participants
was limited. With minor variation depending on individual schedules, candidates already had
over 100 hours of field experience in various capacities: as classroom observer, tutor or teacher.
All students in the class participated in the same activities.
Activities by Participants.
With an aim to help candidates’ develop competencies in critically examining news about
the applications of STEM discoveries, the instruction used the Toulminian model of
argumentation for the logical examination of information. In addition, the instruction also
elicited feelings, morals and attitudes to develop arguments for a decision by using a socially
complex issue: the application of novel technology products for recovery after a natural disaster.
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The activities took place in four phases: introduction to the guiding question regarding the SSI,
examination of background information, collaborative work-group session one and jigsaw
followed by collaborative session two.

Phase one. Candidates viewed a video footage of the moments immediately after a
natural disaster (an earthquake) affecting a developing nation. They examined photographs taken
by a medical response team on the scene. Participants received a guiding question to focus their
thinking about the recovery efforts and the use of novel technologies (Krajcik et al., 1998). It
asked, “In what ways can we use products of scientific and technological innovation for recovery
efforts after a natural disaster?”
Phase two. Candidates examined recent consumer products from discoveries by
nanotechnology such as those used for water purification, health monitoring, laundering and
cleaning. For example, they read articles on nano-scale materials and potential toxicity (Berger,
2007, Health Risks 2008; Hillie & Hlophe, 2007; Lehman 2009; Water pollution 2007) and
examined a statement on the risks and benefits (PHRA, 2008). They also read information about
the use of new products of information technology. In this context, it was likely that participants
will not have significant prior knowledge about novel technologies such as nanotechnology.
Therefore, the method provided an opportunity for candidates to move away from examining
innovation in familiar contexts and allowed them to develop perspectives for civic action under
at least some amount of uncertainty and emotional stress to respond to human suffering.
Phase three. Students worked in four small groups of three to four and read a series of
news articles that were not the same across the groups. The articles included voices from the
scientists / innovators, local and world government, and the people afflicted by the disaster
(Table 1). Groups used a worksheet (the stakeholder-worksheet) to record their interpretations of
conflicting interests for recovery.
Table 1. Publication sources, issues of concern and perspectives candidates examined to develop
their views on conflicting interests for recovery. Candidates used information from these sources
to complete their Stakeholder Worksheets, that provided data to answer the first research
question on students’ interpretation of conflicting perspectives.
Source

Issue of Concern

Perspective(s)

Davidson 2010

Post-earthquake development

Haitian
entrepreneurs,
consumers, aid workers

CBS News 2010

Intimate earthquake experiences

Personal footage by Haitians

Berger, 2007

Technology, ethics, economics

Scientific perspective

Maynard, 2006

Nanotechnology products

Scientific perspective

Hillie 2007

Technology, environment, ethics

Scientific perspective

Lehman 2009

Technology, construction, ethics

Scientific perspective
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Romero 2010

social, environmental
politics, economy, aid

impacts, Haitian
people,
government

Haitian

Lacey 2010a

Medical
response,
social, World & Haitian government
environmental impacts, politics
Haitian people, aid workers

Thompson 2010a

politics, social impacts

Haitian people, government

Lacey 2010b

politics, social impacts, economy

World & Haitian government
Haitian people, aid workers

Thompson 2010b

Social impacts, politics, economy

World & Haitian government
Haitian people, aid workers

Phase four. Using the jigsaw method (Aronson & Patnoe, 1997), we assigned students to
new groups so that the results of the previous discussions were distributed among the new
groups. As before, three to four students worked in four small groups. The instructor introduced
the Toulminian model (1958) and the logical convention for argumentation: claim, evidence,
backing, and warrant as used by prior studies (Bell, 2000; Erduran et al., 2004; Osborne,
Erduran, & Simon, 2004; Sampson et al., 2011). However, in addition to simply providing
definitions, the instructor required students to develop a visual representation of their arguments
(Toth et. al, 2002). Using a new worksheet (the argument-worksheet), participants recorded each
argument element into unique shapes. For example, they recorded claims in a rectangle shape
and evidence into a circle shape. Triangle shapes contained backings, rhombuses recorded
warrants, pentagons referred to limitations and qualifiers took the form of a star shape. Students
learned to indicate logical connections among these boxes with lines to create an argument map.
Groups presented their argument maps for whole-class discussion.
Data Sources, Coding and Analysis
Since qualitative data coding has an element of analysis (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005), this
manuscript presents data sources, coding methods and analyses of coded data together, organized
by the research questions. The study used two instruments: the stakeholder worksheet and the
argument worksheet.
The stakeholder worksheet. This instrument was completed based on discussion by
groups of students when they encountered the news about recovery after a natural disaster that
was current in the media at the time of instruction. The video cases and readings related to this
worksheet are listed in Table 1 with full citation in the references section. This worksheet
included short, open-ended text statements on the motivations and interests of various
stakeholders in recovery efforts. The coding and analysis of data from this instrument included
the examination of students’ ability to recognize different perspectives for recovery. The analysis
used the following steps.
First, in order to respond to the first research question, the coding focused on the types of
stakeholders students recognized (businesses, governments, reporters etc.). Next, the coding
examined students’ statements on the motivations and interests of these stakeholders. A research
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assistant completed the preliminary coding of these short statements by assigning them to
meaning-based themes. These themes associated different stakeholders with patterns of
reasoning, as these emerged from students’ statements on the worksheet. Subsequently the first
author and the student-coder jointly negotiated the theme categories. This coding discussion
lasted until the coders reached 100 % inter-rater agreement on the theme categories and the
meaning of student statements in each theme category. The second author, a literacy professor
who taught the class, reviewed the coding choices and themes, and established the validity of
these in relation to the classroom instruction. Finally, each reasoning statement was re-examined
by the first and second authors as they tabulated these into rational, emotional and intuitive
rationales using prior work by Sadler and Zeidler (2005). Rational statements were those that
used logic to explain processes and conclusions. Responses that were coded as intuitive focused
on gut-level reactions and world-views. Responses that projected a care-based perspective and a
focus on justice and morality were coded as emotional. Again, the two coders reached 100%
agreement on this categorization of reasoning statements. The analysis of these coded data from
the stakeholder-worksheets allowed us on students’ interpretation of multiple perspectives and
conflicting stakeholder intentions and helped us answer the first research question.
The argument worksheet. The argument worksheet allowed students to combine their
learning in the previous groups to develop their own argument about the use of novel
technologies to aid recovery. Candidates recorded the information from news articles and videos
into the categories of claim, evidence, and warrants for evidence, with limitations and qualifiers.
They used unique shapes to illustrate each category of argument development. The coding of
these records took the following steps. The coding and analysis established candidates’ successes
of using argument conventions in the functional sense (to correctly use the Toulminian argument
elements much like element of a specific language) and in the derived sense (to develop a wellsupported position, the meaning of combined elements) (Norris & Phillips, 2003).
To examine these data, first, the two coders (the first and second authors) coded the use
of argument maps in the functional sense by examining the argument elements students recorded
(claims, evidence, backing etc...) as well as the logical connections between these elements (Toth
et. al, 2002; Kelly & Takao, 2002). The next assessment of the arguments from the derived sense
considered the meaning of the information students recorded (Sandoval, & Millwood, 2005).
This coding established whether statements indicated as claims were indeed claims and evidence
was indeed evidence (and so on). During this time, researchers also assessed the overall meaning
of each argument by “reading” the map from claim to backing and qualifiers. As before, two
coders negotiated structural and meaning-based analysis of argument maps until they reached
100% agreement. The analysis of the coded data from the argument worksheet allowed us to
respond to the second research question on students’ ability to combine evidence from multiple
sources to develop a position for action.
Results
The results of the two analyses are presented separately, organized by the guiding
research questions on candidates’ (a) interpretation of varied perspectives and on their (b)
integration of evidence from multiple sources.
Results on candidates’ interpretation of conflicting perspectives
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The analysis of teacher candidates’ records on the stakeholders and their varied interests
indicated that candidates examined information with a critical stance by identifying several
stakeholders and indicating their various, often conflicting, interests in the processes of recovery.
These included the people suffering after the disaster, the perspectives of businesses opened to
meet needs, governments (both US and local), and those directly involved in recovery assistance
and reporting (medical staff and journalists). Teacher candidates also considered themselves as
one of the stakeholders. That is, candidates were able to consider a variety of stakeholders and
their perspectives on recovery efforts.
The analysis found an equal distribution of the 73 statements made by candidates,
indicating rational (logic focused), intuitive (gut reaction focused) and emotional (feeling and
morality focused) interpretation of stakeholder motivations and interests. Rational statements
included observations for the immediate need of suffering humans such as [survivors] “need
housing... need to fix the buildings”; “water purification”, “medicines, medical devices, mobile
phones, batteries”, “[they need] technology to build business”. These rational statements also
cited evidence from readings referring to issues of financial assistance for recovery saying that
“[other countries] not wanting to give money directly to the government”, “UN/US thinks their
rules of donating are useful and necessary”.
Intuitive statements indicated candidates’ gut-level reaction to human condition “People
live without electricity… living in tents for years”, “[people appear] optimistic, treat events as
opportunity”, “[appear] amazed at recovery efforts [of some residents]”, “won’t let [disaster]
defeat them”. Other gut-level reactions focused on “Americans want to take control” but also
voiced concern “How can we help everybody?” Emotive statements used voices of empathy and
sympathy. Example statements in this category were [This] “makes my stomach hurt”, “I wish
there was something I could do”. Teacher candidates also reflected on social well-being in
economically advanced countries with statements such as “we take so much for granted”, “[we
should be] grateful for what we have [in the US]” and also noted pride in the ability to help
“Americans are being helpful”. Some emotional statements focused on the morality of using new
technologies not fully tested “could there be any negative effects?”
Surprisingly, the distribution of rational, emotional and intuitive interpretations of
motivations was not equal among stakeholders. For example, candidates described the
motivations of the affected residents with a combination of emotional, rational and intuitive
statements but when they described the motivations of governments (local and US combined),
they rarely focused on emotion (Figure 1). In addition, candidates described the interests of
scientists, medics and journalists with primarily rational statements, whereas emotional and
intuitive statements were frequent in the description of candidates’ own perspectives on recovery
(Figure 1). A peculiar finding was that teacher candidates used rational statements frequently
when they described the motivations of local governments in the affected country. However,
they described the motivation of the US government with mainly intuitive statements that
indicated an overall worldview rather than evidence collected from news reports. Next, the
analysis examined how candidates used their experience in interpreting varied interests to
formulate their own argument for using novel technology tools for recovery efforts.
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Figure 1. The frequency of teacher candidates’ rational, emotional and intuitive reasoning
about the motivations of different stakeholders.
Results on candidates’ integration of information from news media
The analysis of candidates’ argument maps in the functional sense considered the use of
Toulminian argument elements as a convention of a language. The results indicated that
candidates used all argument elements (claim, evidence, backing, etc.) but their attempt to form
connections between the elements had limited success. Instead of using several pieces of
evidence connected to a claim, candidates tended focus on one claim, connected to one piece of
evidence, one backing, and so on. Furthermore, this one-to-one connection of argument elements
was either top down or circular in structure (Figure 2). One group did not mark the connections
between these argument elements at all. Only one of the four maps illustrated a deep examination
of claims with multiple evidence and multiple backings (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Three example argument maps developed by teacher candidates.
The derived, meaning-based analysis of candidates’ argument maps found that two
argument maps reflected a utilitarian / practical perspective using claims such as “technology can
be used to construct buildings and keep documentation” and “technology will help jumpstart the
economy”. The third argument focused on solving problems with the efficient distribution of
financial aid and suggested “[It will work to] give certain amount of money [with spending
monitored] over a certain period of time”. Yet another group focused their argument on the risks
of using novel technologies for recovery with the claim “Nanotechnology [use for recovery is]
worth the risk”. The next, meaning-based analysis of argument maps considered candidates’ use
of evidence to evaluate these claims.
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The results indicated that candidates correctly used factual evidence such as research data
on nanotechnology products being “cheaper, lighter, greener” than conventional technologies,
and that “technology is already part of life” during recovery and “groups are getting together to
plan with technology tools”. Candidates also correctly used historical evidence from their
readings and mentioned prior issues with the distribution of humanitarian aid in the affected
region. However, in a few instances, candidates did not detail any factual or historical evidence
but simply referred to the source of information. They recorded “videos”, “pictures” or
“readings” in evidence shapes and did not elaborate on the specific meaning of evidence in these
sources. The analysis of the “backings” category showed similar patterns of evidence use.
Teacher candidates often defrayed from stating specific evidence and referred to the source of
the evidence instead by recording “New York Times”, “Stanford University Press”. Candidates’
warrant statements also indicated a mix of factual explanations and simple references to the
source of information. Similarly, qualifiers stated, “We are fairly sure” rather than providing an
account of facts, evidence or prior knowledge and norms as grounding for developing certainty.
Discussion
A persistent challenge of teacher education is to assist learners in formulating evidencebased responses with a critical sense towards information (AAAS, 2011; Goldman, 2004; Wiley
et al., 2009). In this study, we used an instructional method that allowed pre-service teacher
education candidates to understand and use different ways of knowing the world – by using both
fast, associative, norm-based and slow, effortful logic based thinking (Kahneman, 2011, Tversky
& Kahneman, 1981). The study documents the successes and tribulations of developing this
integrated approach. It examined two components of developing a critical stance towards
information: candidates’ interpretation of varied perspectives in news media report about an SSI
and their use of evidence to develop a position for action.
Discussion of candidates’ interpretation of varied perspectives from news media
Teacher candidates recognized that different stakeholders in the recovery had multiple,
often conflicting, interests. The use of fast, associative, norm-based thinking was evident when
candidates did not separate themselves from the events as “objective observers” but considered
themselves as stakeholders. Furthermore, when describing the motivations of stakeholders,
candidates combined logical, intuitive and rational statements. In addition to the evidence they
read in news reports, candidates had a strong, personal stance for providing immediate assistance
in response to dire human need. This personal moral perspective may have elicited a critical view
of other stakeholders, particularly those who may obstruct the opportunity for immediate
assistance for recovery (Figure 1). Associative, norm-based thinking was also apparent in the
way candidates’ integrated evidence from news media to develop their argument for a particular
civic action.
Discussion of candidates’ integration of evidence from news media
Two analyses indicated candidates’ ways of integrating evidence to their arguments: the
function-focused analysis that examined whether the different argument elements (claim,
evidence, backing etc.) were correctly used, and the meaning-based analysis that focused on the
network of logical connections between elements. In the functional sense, the result that
candidates used all argument elements shows that candidates made an effort to consider all
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elements of logical argumentation. However, the depth of this examination was insufficient.
Figure 2 indicates the presence of the limited examination of evidence and even circular
argumentation practices. These results indicate that teacher candidates require additional
experiences during their education to more effectively use the effortful process of logical
argumentation towards the critical examination of news media in everyday settings.
The meaning-based analysis of argument maps also indicated candidates’ difficulties with
the logical examination of complex information from news media. In particular, the lack of wellexpressed evidence was persistent. Candidates’ continued reference to the source of information
instead of personally interpreting the meaning of information indicates that they aimed to gain
credibility for their thinking based on the perceived expertise of media sources. Similarly, their
argument vouched that despite its potential risks the use of novel technology, such as
nanotechnology, would be “worth it” in the setting of dire human need, but there was no
elaboration with specific evidence to provide backing and warrants to this position. It appears
from these results that candidates remained insecure in their abilities to form a decision by
examining and interpreting evidence and referred to the credibility of the source instead. In
essence, their integration of norm-based associative thinking and evidence-based, logical
thinking was incomplete.
However, the brief, classroom learning did provide an experience for candidates that
different from their prior learning from textbooks. In contrast to textbooks that rarely require the
investigation of knowledge development processes and tend to communicate crystallized, final
form information (Feinstein, 2011; Zimmerman et al., 2001) this combined instructional method
did support the use of a variety of thinking processes, as evidenced by the results. Nevertheless,
the results also suggest the need for the continued refinement of pedagogies to support teacher
candidates in formulating scientifically literate, critical perspectives for civic action.
Limitations
This study has considerable limitations that are partly due to the exploratory,
descriptive nature of the research-design (Creswell, 2013). The classroom context required
the use of a quasi-experimental design. The random selection of participants into different
treatments was not possible. The small participant number also limited the opportunity to
use controlled designs. However, the description of the nascent thinking processes of preservice teacher candidates as they faced complex decisions to resolve human suffering is
valuable for the development of continued interdisciplinary instructional approaches.
Another limitation of the work is that student worksheets were completed by individual
students based on group discussion. In this pilot study, these groups changed over time in a
jigsaw-style that made it difficult to ascertain individual students’ value and reasoning
trajectories over time. Therefore, the data reflect thinking processes by a group recorded by
individual students.
Conclusion and Future Research
Despite its limitations, this study provides evidence for the development of pedagogies
that address the persistent need for scientifically literate citizens who are able to make decisions
based on evidence in news media (Hobbs, 2004, 2005). Amounting research indicate that the
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final-form knowledge communicated in textbooks is not effective for this purpose (Feinstein,
2011, Zimmerman et al, 2001). Given the success of the argument-development instructional
approach (Erduran et al. 2004; Sampson et al., 2011), and the benefit of using value-based
perspectives for SSIs (Driver et al., 1994, 1996, Duschl, 2008, Sadler & Zeidler, 2005), the
development of a combined, approach seems warranted. With the use of an interdisciplinary
approach in this study, we were able to uncover specific difficulties teacher candidates’
interpretation and application of news media reports. Continued studies could support the
refinement of this combined approach by examining additional obstacles for the use of functional
language elements, including the categories of argumentation as well as students’ difficulties in
formulating meaning by considering both, normative and logic focused thinking processes. The
future refinement of this approach may have the added benefit of contributing to the existing
tensions between the communities of science, social studies and literacy education (Yore &
Treagust, 2006). Continued research, in experimentally controlled settings should probe these
findings with a larger sample and collect information on individual reasoning paths.
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